: Example of a 'chimera resolution file' before and after resolution of a chimeric contig. Contig identifiers are listed in columns 1 and 2, the start and end positions of each contig in columns 3 and 4 and the last column indicates whether a chimera has been detected within the contig. After visual determination of the exact location of the chimera components on the 'linkage location graph', the line corresponding to the chimeric contig is duplicated and the chimera components are renamed in column 1 with a unique identifier (here contig_1A and contig_1B). The initial contig identifier (column 2) remains unchanged to specify which chimeric contig needs to be split. Columns 3 and 4 describe the positions of the resulting components after chimera resolution. In the example shown, the initial 125 kbp contig_1 was split into two contigs of 75 kbp and 51 kbp (with a 1 kbp duplicated region) that can then be scaffolded independently. Figure S3 : Schematic representation of the linkage location graph for the chimeric contig_1, consisting in two chimera components sharing a common sequence. (A), before chimera resolution, the chimera position is identified by the presence of links between an area located within contig_1 and external contigs (contig_3 and 4); (B), after chimera resolution, the area indicated by a double-headed arrow is manually duplicated to generate two new contigs (contig_1A and 1B). Figure S4: (A) Example of the scaffold description file as generated by the scaffold subcommand of WiseScaffolder. A first block describes scaffolds: the largest yet unscaffolded contig used as a seed for the iterative_scaffold_extender (ISE) module is surrounded by double quotes, contigs in capital letters correspond big contigs, and the orientation of contigs within scaffolds is indicated using "+" or "-" for a forward or a reverse orientation, respectively. When small contigs are inserted as multiple copies, the copy number is indicated between square brackets. The second block corresponds to unscaffolded contigs, some of which may be contaminants or simply dismissed multicopy contigs that cannot be integrated in the reconstructed chromosome without ambiguities. (B) Graphical representation of the three scaffolds map after reconstruction of the genome map.
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